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CASAPARK

The 3-layer country-style floorboard with character

CASAPARK

Distinctive variety. Large oak one-strip planks in three different widths.
The Casapark 3-layer range impresses with its distinctive appearance
and vibrant grades, exciting aged surfaces and a modern colour range.
In addition to famous Bauwerk quality, Casapark oak planks offer numerous
design options for an extraordinarily attractive price.
The 3-layer country-style floorboard with character

Casapark 139, 181 & 221, Oak Farina, brushed, natural oiled.
Can be laid in a combination of three different widths.

PRODUCT INFO

Casapark one-strip planks are generously sized, 2200 mm long, and are available in three
different widths: 139, 181 and 221 mm. The planks are bevelled on the long sides, highlighting
their dimensions. Depending on the product, the planks can be laid in one width, or in
a combination of different widths. For more information, see our range matrix on page 13.
Casapark has a three-layer structure: its 3.5-mm wear layer is made out of European oak,
and is well-suited for floor heating. All Casapark products have been tested by independent
institutions and proven suitable for a healthy lifestyle.
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Casapark 181, Oak Ambra, brushed, natural oiled
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Casapark 181, Oak Tabacco, used look, brushed, natural oiled

USED LOOK

USED LOOK
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‘Please clean thoroughly once’

Distinctive used look products create new highlights in the Casapark range. The worn edges,
cracks and beautiful patina are signature elements of these one-strip planks. The look of
these rustic grade floors is exciting and authentic. They are also very easy to care for and require
very little maintenance.
Casapark used look surfaces are made thanks to an elaborate process, developing their
unmistakable character in an enormous bath. The planks are thoroughly washed with
pyramid-shaped stones, similarly to the production of faded jeans. Then, the planks undergo
special processing with mordants, creating unique traces of patina and use. In addition
to the special washing, the aged line is also marked with filled lengthwise cracks that exude
rustic charm. The Casapark range includes three used look shades: Tabacco, Fango and Pietra.

Casapark, Oak Farina, brushed, B-Protect®

B-PROTECT®
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Natural surface, invisibly protected. Visually, the B-Protect® surface hardly differs
from natural, untreated wood; functionally, it offers all the advantages of classic
lacquer coating. Floors treated with B-Protect® do not need any special care, they are
UV-stable, and 100% healthy for living.
Selected products from the Casapark range can be offered with the B-Protect® surface.
For more information, see our range matrix on page 13.

Natural Look

Best Protection

Easy Care

› All B-Protect® colours are
inspired by nature
› Very matt finish

› All the protective properties
of a lacquer
› UV-stable: minimum
discoloration
› 100% healthy for living

› Very easy
cleaning and care

WOOD TYPES & COLOURS

European oak in modern shades and three different surface treatments: B-Protect®, natural oiled
or mat lacquered. Be it rustic and flavourful aged Oak Tabacco, reserved greyish Oak Sasso,
or elegant dark smoked Oak — in this range, you will find the right one-strip planks for your
home. Casapark one-strip planks are offered in the following shades:

Oak Farina

Oak Crema

Oak Avena

Oak

Oak Tabacco
used look

Oak Grano

Oak Ambra

Oak black limed

Oak Sasso

Oak Pietra
used look

Oak Creta

Oak Fango
used look

Oak smoked
Farina

Oak smoked
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Casapark 181, Oak Tabacco, used look, brushed, natural oiled

BAUWERK QUALITY
Bauwerk quality guarantees highest standards which
are sustained by four pillars: development, production,
customer service and floor laying service.
Casapark 221, Oak, brushed, natural oiled.

RANGE MATRIX
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Here you can find an overview of the entire Casapark range. Select products can be laid
as a combination of three different widths.

Wood type & Colour

Oak

Surface
treatment
matt lacquered
natural oiled

Oak Ambra

natural oiled

Oak Avena

matt lacquered

Oak Crema

B-Protect®

Oak Creta

natural oiled

Oak Fango, used look

natural oiled
matt lacquered

Oak Farina

natural oiled

Widths
139

Widths
181

Widths
221

3-width laying
possible
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B-Protect®
Oak Grano

matt lacquered

Oak Pietra, used look

natural oiled

Oak Sasso

natural oiled

Oak Tabacco, used look

natural oiled

Oak black limed

natural oiled

Oak smoked

matt lacquered

Oak smoked Farina

natural oiled
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* Grade 15 in oak is only suitable for combined installation in 3 widths with the natural oiled surface.

Bauwerk ID and Guarantee Package

A VISIBLE SIGN OF QUALITY

Your Bauwerk floor is one of a kind, a genuine part of
your living environment – manufactured by Bauwerk in
accordance with top quality standards, carefully selected
by you and professionally installed by a specialist. Since
we consider the longevity of our floors to be a central
quality feature, we have now created a special Bauwerk
ID which will act both as a lasting sign of our quality
approach and as a seal of quality that allows us to assist
you with all floor maintenance activities. This process
is sealed with the individually numbered Bauwerk ID.
Once you have registered your product, you can rest
assured that you have taken all necessary steps to ensure
optimum care and maintenance of your floor.
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Cleaning and care

OUR ROSA WILL BE GLAD
TO HELP YOU OUT

ROSA’S
CLEANING
TIPS
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All our cleaning and care products can be purchased
in our parquet worlds, or conveniently ordered from our
online store, shop.bauwerk-parkett.com

com

Do you have any questions about cleaning and taking care
of your parquet floor? Rosa will be happy to share the longstanding knowledge and experience of Bauwerk in parquet
cleaning and care. There is an expert tip for every situation
and for every floor – be it lacquered or not. With these,
cleaning and taking care of your parquet will become even
simpler, and you will enjoy your high-quality Bauwerk
parquet floor for a long time. Check out our videos on our
Youtube channel or on our website: bauwerk-parkett.com
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Casapark 139, 181 & 221, Oak Sasso, brushed, natural oiled.
Can be laid in a combination of three different widths.
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139
181
221
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Bauwerk, a Swiss company with a long tradition, has been applying its skills,
precision and passion to manufacturing beautiful top-quality wooden floors since
1935. One of the leading European parquet manufacturers, Bauwerk offers
its customers a comprehensive and innovative range of products that stand for
healthy living and conscious design of the personal living environment.
bauwerk-parkett.com

